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Abstract— Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a network design approach that empowers the system to be astutely and midway con-
trolled, or 'customized,' utilizing programming applications. It promises to deliver a solid method to advise Quality of service (QoS) ideas in
communication systems. It is an intense innovation that guarantees to give a superior method to present Quality of Service (QoS) approach
in the present correspondence systems. SDN linguistically alters the conduct and usefulness of network instruments utilizing single high
state program. The acknowledgment of Quality of Service (QoS) ideas ends up conceivable in an adaptable and dynamic way with SDN. It
gives a few advantages including, administration and system adaptability, enhanced activities and elite performances. This paper will cen-
ter on the Quality of service (QOS) like response time, delay, throughput, and other execution estimating parameters of our proposed net-
work architecture utilizing inward controller e.g. Network operating system (NOX) and outer controller e.g. Floodlight. In spite of the fact
that ideas of QoS are very much investigated, they were not understood in communication networks because of high usage many-sided
quality and acknowledgment costs. It will chiefly focus on the external controller and internal controller performance in the proposed net-
work architecture. These perceptions of switch assortment may give SDN application developer’s bits of knowledge while acknowledging
QoS ideas in a SDN-based framework.

Index Terms— SDN, QoS, NOX, API, IP, ASIC, BNC, NFV, C-RAN, POX, ODL, MAC, CPU.
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1 INTRODUCTION
 oftware Defined Networking (SDN) is a novel way to deal
with distributed computing that simplifies network ad-
ministration and empowers automatically proficient sys-

tem design keeping in mind the end goal to enhance network
execution and observing [1].SDN is a developing technology
that is dynamic, sensible, financially savvy, and versatile, mak-
ing it perfect for the high-transfer speed, dynamic nature of
the present applications. It separates the system control and
sending functions empowering the network control to end up
specifically programmable and the basic foundation to be
dreamy for applications and system administrations. The
OpenFlow convention is a foundational component for build-
ing SDN arrangements. SDN is another extend technology
that intercept the intelligence of network (i.e. manage) from
commencing network devices such as witches, hubs, routers
etc. Its primary recognizing issue is that partition of the infor-
mation plane from the control plane in switches and routers
[2]. In Software-defined networking, system administrator can
oversee network components by running programming on an
outside server. SDN executes functionality and network be-

havior of system gadgets. The information plane is sent
through the system-network, for example, the equipment and
parcels that is utilized to make it dynamic, for instance,
switches. The control plane is the framework that shows profi-
ciently all gadgets and logic which are in charge of portraying
how to sent data or information in information plane and
where to store. SDN envelops various sorts of network ad-
vancements intended to make the system more adaptable and
spry to help the virtual server and storage framework of the
cutting edge server farms. We will without a great deal of a
comprehend SDN against standard system by a prime repre-
sentation; accept inside the bundles that we need to pass on a
package in standard system, it must change its course item
times for finding the perfect way. It is a capable framework to
utilize better Quality of Service (QoS) which demonstrates to a
system's productivity to accomplish most noteworthy trans-
mission capacity and manage other system execution compo-
nents like latency, error rate and uptime [3]. SDN it conse-
quently finds the all  conceivable and most brief  course to de-
liver the packets. By isolating of control plane from infor-
mation plane in SDN some controllers are expanded its adapt-
ability in sending new administrations (e.g., virtual private
system, distributed computing), program capacity in open
API, unwavering quality in merged IP network. SDN is one
sort of practical substitute to previous kinds of network ad-
ministration since it causes developer to utilize the less expen-
sive stock switches which give favored control of movement.
Network engineers and designers can help exchanging tex-
tures through equipment from various mongers and models
comprehensive of coordinate switches with ASICs and those
without. Now days, in network framework OpenFlow is the
most prevalent specialized particular for SDN and grants to
control remote segment of routing tables [4].
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Network operating systems (NOX) is the primary and essen-
tial OpenFlow internal controller of SDN. It distributes as a
system control organize, which make strides an abnormal
state automatic interface for the advancement and administra-
tion of system control requests. NOX was first acquainted with
the group in 2009 — at first created by Nicira Networks and
now possessed by VMware, alongside OpenFlow. Its applica-
tions are various types of focused projects on high level of ab-
sence of steadiness in network execute segment, dissimilar to
bring down back of calculation course of action [5][6] applica-
tions. The network operating system does not deal with the
system itself; It furnishes a programming interface with top
state objects, (for example, plate stockpiling volume, CPU pro-
cessing power, memory, connect control, and so forth.) of sys-
tem assets, which empowers organize application projects to
deal with secure and practical complex assignments on a wide
assortment of networks [6]. The NOX – whose deliberated ex-
ecution propelled a few late propositions on enhancing control
plane effectiveness has a low stream setup throughputs and
expansive stream setup inactivity. Yet, the NOX can't legiti-
mately supply the mandatory capacities for QoS-guaranteed
software defined networking (SDN) [7][8] to give better Inter-
net administrations, for instance, QoS-watchful virtual frame-
work embeddings, end-to-end mastermind QoS assessment,
and facilitated endeavors among control parts in other space
systems.
Floodlight is the leading internal controller of SDN. The Con-
troller, an Apache authorized, Java-based OpenFlow control-
ler, is one of the critical commitments from Big Switch Net-
works to the open source group. Floodlight's engineering de-
pends on Big Network Controller (BNC), the organization's
business advertising. Open Floodlight [9] is a well known exe-
cution of an OpenFlow controller, being both allowed to uti-
lize and moderately simple to get up and running. Solomon,
et. al. [10] have set up a test connect with an Open Floodlight
controller, dealing with a system of switches executed with
Open Switch, a free OpenFlow-empowered switch that keeps
running  on  a  broadly  useful  processor.  The  v1.2  Floodlight
discharge expands upon the upgrades made in v1.1, with ac-
centuation on more vigorous and highlight rich center mod-
ules, including totally modified Device, Topology, and For-
warding modules. Another Statistics module gives port
transmission capacity insights and furthermore serves a multi
threading and measurements accumulation case. IPv6, Link
idleness, OF-DPA, message audience members, and numerous
all the more energizing highlights have additionally been pre-
sented  [11].  The  Floodlight  Controller  is  perfect  with  Open-
stack, an arrangement of programming apparatuses that assis-
tance manufactures and oversees distributed computing stag-
es for both open and private clouds.

2 RELATED WORD
Previous works on giving better QoS security utilizing Open-
Flow can be partitioned in three classes. To start with, studies
about were expanding dynamic QoS in a SDN condition [12],
[13], [14]. Second, propelled considers were on switch assort-
ment [15], [16], [17], [18].Third, explore on SDN system to ac-

complish better execution from QoS were utilizing OpenFlow-
qualify switches [19], [20]. A few research endeavors have
been examining the utilization of Software-defined network-
ing (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) as
answers for the previously mentioned issues. For instance, the
idea of Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) has been pro-
pelled by China Mobile as a developing umbrella vision in-
cluding participation radio with high higher range effective-
ness, open stage genuine time cloud foundation and BS virtu-
alization innovations [21].
In recent years, various specialists have been done to analyze
SDN controllers like POX, NOX, ODL, Floodlight and so forth.
Other research paper had ascertained the starting results of
benchmarking through Open-Daylight SDN outer Controller
with Floodlight controller. Scientist had estimated throughput,
idleness and reaction time of Open Daylight SDN Controller
and Floodlight under different circumstances [22]. A related
task of specific note is Maestro [23] (created in parallel to
NOX), which is additionally charged as a "system working
framework". Through NOX controller 4D frameworks is to
control sending (e.g., FIBs in switches), and in this manner
their system see just incorporates the organize foundation
(e.g., joins, switches/switches). The Rational [24] and Ethane
[25] ventures gave a more extensive class of usefulness by in-
cluding a namespace for clients and hubs in their system view
and monitoring the ties between these names and the low-
level MAC and IP addresses.
Shalimov et al. [26] proposed a system to test and look at dif-
ferent open-sources SDN or OpenFlow controllers, for exam-
ple, floodlight. Execution parameters including inertness and
throughput, unwavering quality, adaptability, reaction time,
deferral and security were formulated for correlation. The ex-
ploration of execution and adaptability were finished with
Cbench. Security and dependability test were altered with
hcprobe.

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
To  quantify  the  Quality  of  Service  (QoS)  like  reaction  time,
throughput, delay and other execution estimating parameters,
we created SDN based cloud architecture.

Fig. 1. Proposed_SDN_architecture and its real-time loop
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In our developed architecture, there are three cloud interfaces
with nine switches. These numerous switches are associated
with eight hosts which have possessed IP address. For observ-
ing QoS exhibitions from hosts to switches, SDN controllers are
utilized like existing controllers and outer controllers.

3.1 Architectural description based on NOX controller
Network operating system (NOX) is one sort of process that
makes organization applications. These applications are de-
veloped as brought together control programs over abnormal
state repudiations of system having which are utilized as an
inverse to the appropriated framework calculations above
low-level locations [27], [28]. NOX does not manage the
framework itself; it gives a programming interface irregular
state impressions of framework resources (e.g., memory, circle
amassing volume, plate storing volume, CPU dealing with
control, associate breaking point and so on.) that enable mas-
termind application ventures to perform jumbled endeavors
safely and profitably on a sweeping heterogeneity of frame-
work organization progressions [27]. For another case, NOX
slips by the major capacities with regards to QoS-guaranteed
programming described sorting out (SDN) [29] advantage
provisioning on bearer survey provider Internet, for instance,
QoS-careful virtual framework seating, end-to-end orchestrate
QoS estimation, and support among control segments in other
space compose.

3.2 Architectural Description Based On Floodlight
Controller

Floodlight, which is composed in Java, is an elite, open source
OpenFlow controller. Floodlight was created based on Beacon,
a trial OpenFlow controller from Stanford University, and it is
currently upheld by a vast engineer group. Big Switch Net-
works backs Floodlight as an organization that basically offers
answers for business datacenters. Floodlight offers various
highlights and deliberations for controlling an OpenFlow net-
work. For ideal use of assets, Floodlight depends on multi-
threading  and  can  deal  with  a  few  million  new  streams  for
each  second.  The  Westbound  Java  API  permits  the  improve-
ment of custom modules in Java and fast interfacing with the
center controller. The modules are stacked by means of a dif-
ferent module framework when the Floodlight controller be-
gins.  You would thus be able to use the full  usefulness of  the
controller and OpenFlow API and expeditiously react to occa-
sions on the system, for example, the rise of new bundles or
new streams [30]. The Open Flow datapath notwithstanding
QoS modules shape the QoS Flow datapath. This datapath is a
use space use where lines are arranged in the segment space.
The QoS module opens a channel with the bit through Netlink
to relate for both use and bit space. In this way, the Floodlight
can be instantiated to engage action embellishment and
enqueuing of streams in our proposed architecture.

4 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL CONTROLLER ON OUR PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE

4.1 NOX Controller

4.1.1 Response Time of NOX Controller
Figure 2 shows the graph of the calculation of Response Time
with NOX of Table 1.

TABLE 1
CALCULATION OF RESPONSE TIME WITH NOX CONTROLLER

Fig. 2. Response Time of NOX controller
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4.1.2 Throughput of NOX Controller
Figure  3  shows  the  graph  of  the  calculation  of  Throughput
with NOX of Table 2.

4.2 FLOODLIGHT Controller

4.2.1 Response Time of FLOODLIGHT Controller
Figure 4 shows the graph for the calculation of Response Time
with Floodlight of Table 3.

4.2.2 Throughput of FLOODLIGHT Controller
Figure  5  shows  the  graph  of  the  calculation  of  Throughput
with FLOODLIGHT of Table 4.

TABLE 2
CALCULATION OF THROUGHPUT WITH NOX CONTROLLER

TABLE 3
CALCULATION OF RESPONSE TIME WITH FLOODLIGHT

CONTROLLER

Fig. 3.Throughput of NOX controller

Fig. 4.Response Time of FLOODLIGHT controller
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5 COMPARISON BETWEEN NOX CONTROLLER AND
FLOODLIGHT CONTROLLER

5.1 Response Time
Response time of external controller Floodlight is better than
response time of internal controller NOX on our proposed
architecture.

5.2 Throughput
Throughput of external controller Floodlight is better than
response time of internal controller NOX on our proposed
architecture.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
SDN (Software Defined Networking) is the most recent
buzzword in IT, getting more prevalent consistently. It is an
advancing server farm arrangement that moves the greater
part of the nearby complexities back to a brought together,
controlling gadget or gadgets. With SDN the product that
dwells on these controllers settles on the larger amount choic-
es and sends this data down to each physical device. The fun-
damental objective of this work is enabling included esteem
benefits in organize system.SDN use for this work as well as
utilized for discovering the security of another reason in vari-
ous system frameworks. It approves a basic and versatile af-
firmation of existing dynamic Quality of Service (QoS) parts in
the present correspondence organize. In the comparison of
response time of proposed architecture Floodlight outer con-
troller is better than internal controller NOX. In the case of
throughput outer controller is also better. Later on, we will
work with Number of Queues Impact, Bandwidth Isolation,
QoE Evaluation and Switch Capacity. We will also work on
load balance, security systems, wireless network, Secure Mo-

TABLE 4

CALCULATION OF THROUGHPUT TIME WITH FLOODLIGHT

CONTROLLER

Fig. 6. Response Time of using controllers on proposed
architecture

Fig. 7. Throughput of using controllers on proposed ar-
chitecture

Fig. 5.Throughput of FLOODLIGHT controller
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bility, Cloud Networking and so on. We will work on IOE or
IOT like home automation, industry, city, nation and so on
through  unique  Quality  of  Service  (QoS)  by  joining  our  pro-
posed SDN architecture with various controllers.
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